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activestate

45138986listing id

USD$15.00
Blue Dolphin Wristlet or Cosmetic Bag

Reg Price

Carry your make-up in this blue dolphin cosmetic bag or wristlet.  This bag is made from
cotton fabric with a black nylon lining for easy cleaning.  The front and back are reinforced
with interfacing and batting creating a soft and durable bag to protect it&#39;s contents.  The
8&quot; loop handle easily fits on the wrist or can be used for hanging.  A 6&quot; zippered
opening allows for easy access.  The overall width is 8&quot; at the top and 10&quot; at the
bottom.   It&#39;s cute and practical at the same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 cotton3 nylon4

blue5 dolphin6 cosmetic_bag7 zipper8
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activestate

45140085listing id

USD$15.00
Pinks and Purples with Black Background Wristlet

or Cosmetic Bag

Reg Price

Carry your make-up in this pink and purple tropical flowers on a black background cosmetic
bag or wristlet.  This bag is made from cotton fabric with a black nylon lining for easy
cleaning.  The front and back are reinforced with interfacing and batting creating a soft and
durable bag to protect it&#39;s contents.  The 8&quot; loop handle easily fits on the wrist or
can be used for hanging.  A 6&quot; zippered opening allows for easy access.  The overall
width is 8&quot; at the top and 10&quot; at the bottom.   It&#39;s cute and practical at the
same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 floral3 black4

pink5 purple6 tropical7 zipper8

nylon9 miladycreations10
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activestate

45221838listing id

USD$15.00
Leopard Print Cosmetic or Wristlet Bag with

Leopard Picture

Reg Price

Carry your make-up in style in this leopard print cosmetic bag or wristlet.  This bag is made
from cotton fabric with a black nylon lining for easy cleaning.  The front and back are
reinforced with interfacing and batting creating a soft and durable bag to protect it&#39;s
contents.  The 8&quot; loop handle easily fits on the wrist or can be used for hanging.  A
6&quot; zippered opening allows for easy access.  The overall width is 8&quot; at the top
and 10&quot; at the bottom.   It&#39;s cute and practical at the same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 cotton3 small4

cosmetic_bag5 nylon6 leopard7 tan8

animal_print9 milady_creations10
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activestate

45222578listing id

USD$15.10
Pink Flower and Zebra Cosmetic or Wristlet

Reg Price

Carry your make-up in style in this pink flower black and white zebra print cosmetic bag or
wristlet.  This bag is made from cotton fabric with a black nylon lining for easy cleaning.  The
front and back are reinforced with interfacing and batting creating a soft and durable bag to
protect it&#39;s contents.  The 8&quot; loop handle easily fits on the wrist or can be used for
hanging.  A 6&quot; zippered opening allows for easy access.  The overall width is 8&quot;
at the top and 10&quot; at the bottom.   It&#39;s cute and practical at the same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 cotton3 floral4

zebra5 zipper6 cosmetic_bag7 milady_creations8
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activestate

45294560listing id

USD$15.10
MultiColor Butterfly Wristlet or Cosmetic Bag

Reg Price

Carry your make-up in style with a lovely Multicolor Butterfly cosmetic or wristlet bag.  This
bag is made from cotton fabric with a white nylon lining for easy cleaning.  The front and
back are reinforced with interfacing and batting creating a soft and durable bag to protect
it&#39;s contents.  The 8&quot; loop handle easily fits on the wrist or can be used for
hanging.  A 6&quot; zippered opening allows for easy access.  The overall width is 8&quot;
at the top and 10&quot; at the bottom.   It&#39;s cute and practical at the same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 cotton3 butterfly4

multicolor5 zipper6 cosmetic_bag7
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activestate

45290684listing id

USD$15.10
Pink Brown and White Floral Wristlet or Cosmetic

Bag with Sparkle Finish

Reg Price

Carry your make-up in style with a lovely Pink, Brown, White floral cosmetic or wristlet bag.
This bag is made from cotton fabric with a black nylon lining for easy cleaning.  The front and
back are reinforced with interfacing and batting creating a soft and durable bag to protect
it&#39;s contents.  The 8&quot; loop handle easily fits on the wrist or can be used for
hanging.  A 6&quot; zippered opening allows for easy access.  The overall width is 8&quot;
at the top and 10&quot; at the bottom.   It&#39;s cute and practical at the same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 cotton3 floral4

brown5 pink6 white7 cosmetic_bag8

milady_creations9 zipper10 strap11
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activestate

45367906listing id

USD$15.10
Black and Gold Purdue Boilermaker Wristlet or

Cosmetic Bag

Reg Price

Carry your make-up in style with a Purdue Boilermaker cosmetic bag.  This bag is made from
cotton fabric with a black nylon lining for easy cleaning.  The front and back are reinforced
with interfacing and batting creating a soft and durable bag to protect it&#39;s contents.  The
8&quot; loop handle easily fits on the wrist or can be used for hanging.  A 6&quot; zippered
opening allows for easy access.  The overall width is 8&quot; at the top and 10&quot; at the
bottom.   It&#39;s cute and practical at the same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 cotton3 purdue4

boilermaker5 black6 gold7 zipper8

cosmetic_bag9 miladycreations10
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activestate

45634205listing id

USD$15.10
Birds and Berries Nature Scene Wristlet Gadget

or Cosmetic Bag

Reg Price

So many uses for this style!  Easily fits all an Itouch.  Carry your make-up in style with a
lovely cosmetic bag with birds and berries nature scene.  Features red and blue birds.  This
bag is made from cotton fabric with a black nylon lining for easy cleaning.  The front and
back are reinforced with interfacing and batting creating a soft and durable bag to protect
it&#39;s contents.  The 8&quot; loop handle easily fits on the wrist or can be used for
hanging.  A 6&quot; zippered opening allows for easy access.  The overall width is 8&quot;
at the top and 10&quot; at the bottom.   It&#39;s cute and practical at the same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 purse3 floral4

birds5 berry6 red_bird7 green8

cosmetic_bag9 milady_creations10 gadget11 itouch12

pouch13 case14
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activestate

45635039listing id

USD$15.10
Cat Lover Wristlet Cosmetic or Gadget Bag

Reg Price

So many uses for this style.  Gadgets, coins, all kinds of things.  Carry your make-up in style
with a lovely cosmetic bag perfect for someone who loves cats.   Multiple cats adorn both
side of this wristlet.  Onside has a watering can.    This bag is made from cotton fabric with a
black nylon lining for easy cleaning.  The front and back are reinforced with interfacing and
batting creating a soft and durable bag to protect it&#39;s contents.  The 8&quot; loop
handle easily fits on the wrist or can be used for hanging.  A 6&quot; zippered opening
allows for easy access.  The overall width is 8&quot; at the top and 10&quot; at the bottom.
It&#39;s cute and practical at the same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 cotton3 small4

cats5 zipper6 cosmetic_bag7 gray8

orange9 milady_creations10 itouch11 gadget12

pouch13 case14
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activestate

45368437listing id

USD$15.10
Red and White Birds on a Flowering Tree Wristlet

Gadget or Cosmetic Bag

Reg Price

So many uses for this versatile bag.  Easily fits and protects and itouch or other gadgets.
Carry your make-up in style with this cosmetic or wristlet bag.  Fabric has birds on a
flowering tree with a red background.  This bag is made from cotton fabric with a black nylon
lining for easy cleaning.  The front and back are reinforced with interfacing and batting
creating a soft and durable bag to protect it&#39;s contents.  The 8&quot; loop handle easily
fits on the wrist or can be used for hanging.  A 6&quot; zippered opening allows for easy
access.  The overall width is 8&quot; at the top and 10&quot; at the bottom.   It&#39;s cute
and practical at the same time!

Location

description

Descriptive Tags

bags_and_purses1 wristlet2 cosmetic_bag3 red4

white5 flowering_tree6 milady_creations7 zipper8

itouch9 case10 gadget11 pouch12
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